====================================
Episode 26: Christopher's Forbidden Raiken Attack
====================================
Hours passed since the Amakumaras accepted Alice's request to bring down Fujino.
The next day, Christopher and his crew were ready to mow down two of Fujino's
minions, the Fuijwaras - the twin brothers' names are Daisuke and Kageto. His crew
consists of Ruth, Maxelle, Koya, Iris and Kori; Lisa and the Meguras stayed put with the
Amakumaras and healed Damien. When they got into the city, the people were looking
at Christopher.
Iris: Something wrong, Christopher?
Christopher: No. I'm having a difficult time trying to find the Fujiwaras; they could be
anywhere.
Maxelle: Just try to focus on the task at hand, Christopher.
Christopher: That's easy for you to say.
After a few miles of walking into Tokyo, Christopher senses a demonic energy nearby a
luxurious building.
Koya: What is it? Were you able to trace them?
Christopher: Yes, they're behind this building.
Kori: (sees that it was a Yakuza hideout.) Are you sure that they're inside there?
Christopher: Yes. What's wrong?
Kori: It's a gangster's hideout. You really need to proceed with caution.
Christopher: Proceed with caution? Come on, Kori: I'm a Raiken. Do you actually think
that a bunch of gangsters is going to scare me, Kori? Who do you think I am? A
coward?
Koya: Christopher, you do realize that you're not in America.
Christopher: Fine. (but he goes in there anyway.) LERROOYY JENNKINS!!!
Kori: That idiot.
Maxelle: Let's back him up.

Christopher enters the hideout, but he sees a hundred of those mobsters. Some of them
had swords and guns.
Christopher: Damn, you guys are pretty crafty. Where are the Fujiwaras?
???: Why do you want them for? You have some nerve coming in here like a barbarian.
Christopher: You know why; I'm a demon hunter from Providence. So, I suggest you
bring them out right now.
???: Go on ahead and kill him; Lord Fujino will be overjoyed once we destroy this
western barbarian.
Christopher: Bring it on, bitches!!
The gangsters approached Christopher and fought against him. Then, reinforcements
arrived to back up Christopher. After two minutes of fighting, the Fujiwaras appear.
Christopher: Finally, you idiots showed up just in time.
Daisuke: Why are you even here, westerner?
Christopher: You know why. We're here to destroy Fujino.
Kageto: Yeah, right. She's a lot powerful than you think, barbarian.
Maxelle: (sees that Christopher was getting angry.) Ok, Christopher. You need to chill
out.
Christopher: (he was looking at the Fujiwaras.) . . . . . . .
Daisuke: Stand back, you guys; we'll take on this Raiken.
???: Are you serious, Daisuke? That guy's really powerful.
Then, Kageto blew him outside the building.
Christopher: That wasn't nice of you to attack your retainer. Anyway, I'll be your
opponent.
Ruth: I'll fight alongside you, Christopher.

Christopher: Ok.
Daisuke and Kageto fight against Christopher and Ruth for three minutes. The
Fujiwaras were gaining an advantage. Koya tries to help them but the gang members
stop her and they fought against her and the rest of Christopher's crew. But before the
Fujiwaras could attack Ruth, Christopher used a binding magic with his Raiken powers
and they were held in place.
Daisuke: I can't move. That Raiken.
Christopher: (his tone changed.) You're fucked now, demons. Get out of the way, Ruth.
Ruth: Ok.
Kageto: What?! He's using his White Lightning powers.
Daisuke and Kageto couldn't move and the other gangsters tried to attack Christopher,
but it was too late. He used the White Lightning Liberation Wave to fully vanquish the
demons and the Fujiwaras. After that attack, the entire building was crumbling down.
Maxelle: Let's get out of here.
Christopher and the others were able to escape the building safely, but there were
some demons that were still alive.
Christopher: (feeling weak on his feet.) Damn.
Koya: Christopher! Oh no! (Koya comes to Christopher's defense.)
Then the demons tried to attack Christopher. But before they could approach him, two
people came out of nowhere and brutally attacked the remaining demons. It was Koga
and Kiri Hamatsu, Koya's brother and sister. There was one demon left and he tried to
flee. Then, Maxelle got him with her power pole.
Christopher: (saw that brutal attack from Koga.) What power. (falls out.)
Koya: Christopher! (she cries.) Christopher!!
Koga: He's alright, Koya.
Ruth: Who are you two?

Koga: We're demon hunters. (sees Christopher.) It seems like this Raiken used too
much of his power. I was expecting him to be a bit more reserved on using them like the
Amakumaras.
Maxelle: You know about their powers?
Koga: Yes. Anyway, come with us before the authorities show up.
Maxelle: Ok.
Koga carried Christopher and the rest of his crew followed him before the police showed
up.

